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Matrix Functions and Derivatives

The Kronecker Form

Estimating the Condition Number

I A matrix function is a map f : Cn×n → Cn×n that generalizes a scalar function. For
example the matrix exponential is given by
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I Each column of Kf (A) tells us about the sensitivity of f (A) to perturbations in the
jth element of A. To find the most sensitive element we need to find

which, when using the 1-norm, is equal to kKf (A)k1. Therefore we use a norm
estimator to compute this quantity cheaply.

I Most current methods rely on the fact that
kLf (A, E)k1
max
≤ kKf (A)k1 ≤ max nkLf (A, E)k1,
n
kEk1=1
kEk1=1
so approximating kKf (A)k1 with norm estimation techniques gives a good approximation of the condition number. Typically these use the block 1-norm estimator
(Higham and Tisseur, 2000).

I Similarly the i th row of Kf (A) tell us how sensitive the i th element of f (A) is to
each element of A.

I We are currently applying norm estimation to the componentwise condition numbers
which will dramatically reduce the cost of computing them.

I Current algorithms do not exploit all the structure of the Kronecker form.

I Some alternative approaches include

k=0

We can also consider the matrix logarithm, square root, or cosine etc.
I Given the differential equation
d
x(t) = Ax(t), x(0) = x0,
(1)
dt
the solution is
x(t) = e At x0,
so the sensitivity of f at A directly effects the solution of the differential equation.
I The Fréchet derivative of f at A is the linear operator Lf (A, ·) which, for any E,
satisfies
f (A + E) = f (A) + Lf (A, E) + o(kEk).

max kKf (A)ej k,
j

• Kf (AT ) = Kf (A)T .

• Monte Carlo sampling (Kenney and Laub, 1994).

• K(i , j) = K(π(i ), π(j)) where π is the permutation defined by the matrix P
such that P vec(X) = vec(X T ).

• matrix integration bounds (Gohberg and Koltracht, 1993).

• This is Kexp(A) where A = diag(−1, 2, −1) ∈ R5×5.

n2×n2

I We also introduce the Kronecker form Kf (A) ∈ C
which is the unique matrix
such that
Kf (A) vec(E) = vec(Lf (A, E)).

Sensitivity and Condition Numbers

I In applications the elements of A often have a physical interpretation. Their individual
sensitivity can impact the behaviour of the system and so we are also interested in
componentwise condition numbers. This means that we
• perturb the elements of A individually to find the most sensitive.
max kLf (A, ei ejT )k
i ,j

• perturb the entire matrix A by E such that |E| ≤ |A| in a componentwise sense.
|E|≤|A|
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I The normwise condition number of f at A is given by
kf (A + E) − f (A)k
cond(f , A) = lim sup
→0 kEk≤kAk

kLf (A, E)kkAk
= max
.
kf (A)k
kEk=1

max kLf (A, E)k

Application 2: Locating Algebraic Error in PDEs
I When solving PDEs we eventually solve Ax = b with an iterative method. The
error in this solution is called the algebraic error. Strakos, Liesen, and Papez (2014)
showed that finding the areas where this error is large can lead to efficient adaptivity
in the choice of mesh.
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I By taking f (A) = A−1 and finding the componentwise sensitivity we can predict
where the algebraic error will be large. In the following problem on an L-shaped
domain the Fréchet derivative approximates the algebraic error to O(1e-9).

Application 1: Activation Sensitivity
I We are attempting to solve equation (1) where A(i , j) corresponds to the flux coefficient between chemical elements i and j, determined via laboratory experiments.
I Finding the most sensitive A(i , j) means we can repeat the laboratory experiments
to be sure this coefficient is accurate.
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Left: Algebraic error after 7 CG iterations.
Right: Approximation to algebraic error with Fréchet derivative.

Ongoing work with Zdenek Strakos and Jan Papez.

